How to Create a Durable Publication URL

In the ProQuest platform, go to Publications, search or browse for the publication title and select the publication. For example: The Economist

- From the Publication page, copy the URL from the address bar in your Internet browser. (Note: XXXXX will represent your account ID number, which is typically four or five numerals in length.)

  http://search.proquest.com/publication/41716/citation/12DAE25541A1B3F770D/5?accountid=XXXX

- Modify the URL by deleting the bold and highlighted section (i.e., /citation/sessionhash/#/#). This will delete session specific information and provide you with a durable URL.

  http://search.proquest.com/publication/41716?accountid=XXXX

- You can now make this durable publication URL available to your users.